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ABSTRACT
With the rapid growth of the Internet, the amount of electronic dialog, such as discussions in blogs or bulletin board
systems (BBSs), has been increasing day by day. Although
dialogs in blogs and BBSs are full of knowledge, they are
sometimes split into several segments because multiple topics are discussed simultaneously. This paper addresses the
challenge of determining whether two comments in a BBS
are related to each other or not. We use two types of indications: a content relevance, which captures the similarity
between two comments, and a functional relevance, which
captures corresponding phrase pairs such as “please tell me
why...” and “It is because ...”. We use a measure proposed
in previous studies for the content relevance, while for the
functional relevance, we propose a new measure based on a
co-occurrence ratio in dialogs. We also propose a method to
gather a large collection of BBS comments. Experimental
results showed that two types of relevance individually contribute to the accuracy, demonstrating the basic feasibility
of our approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.m [Information Systems and Applications]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Algorithms
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid growth of the Internet, the amount of
available text data increases day by day. Especially, texts
in blogs and Bulletin Board Systems (BBS) explodes, because everyone easily posts comments or messages. Such
huge texts can be promising source of knowledge.
Table 1 shows an example of a BBS dialog. From the
comments (1) and (3), we can know that “N12”is a “light
and small mp3 player”. The comment (5) also tells us that
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Table 1: Examples of Comments in a BBS (“mp3
player” Community).
(1) What is the most light or small mp3 player?
iPod Shuﬄe is the best way to do?
(2) please tell me why my nano sometimes stops
even battery still remains.
(3) How about iriver N12? extremely light and
small.
(4) It is because battery display approaches approx. Even battery runs out, display sometimes
shows it is still left.
(5) iriver N series has stopped producing.

“N12”is now under “stopped producing”. Another comment
chain (2) and (4) goes in the same way.
In this way, knowledge in a BBS sometimes emerges from
the collaboration of many individuals. However, a BBS text
produces a problem of gaps between related comments. (i.e.,
a comment chain, (1)-(3)-(5), has two gaps, (2) and (4)).
Figure 1 shows the frequency of the distance between a comment and its response1 . As shown in the ﬁgure, the ratio of
successive responses (distance=1) is only 48.8%, while the
others have gaps (distance>1).
This paper addresses the problem of determining whether
two comments are related or not. This problem is not only
a pre-processing for a BBS analysis, it can be a new challenging task for dialog studies as well.
To do this, we assume that three diﬀerent types of clues
are available.

(1) Content Relevance
The ﬁrst one is the similarity between two comments. For
example, in the two sentences (1) and (3) from Figure 1, we
can deduce that they are probably related because “light”
and “small” occur in both sentences as follows:

1
This distance is counted in the test-set in the experiment
described in Section 5.
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We call this type of indication a content relevance.
To calculate the content relevance, we use a co-occurrencebased similarity [4].

(2) Functional Relevance
The second clue is a discourse relationship between two comments. For example, a phrase pair, “please tell me why...”
in (2) and “it is because...” in (4), can provide evidence of
their relationship as follows:
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We refer such a phrase pair to a corresponding pair,
and refer this type of clue to functional relevance.
In calculating this relevance, the ﬁrst key issue is how
to deﬁne a rich set of corresponding pairs. Our approach
is to extract highly co-occurring phrase pairs from a large
collection of comment pairs (a comment and its response),
and regard them as corresponding pairs.
The above approach produces another issue of how to
build the collection of comment pairs. This introduces a
chicken-and-egg situation because we need a collection of
comment pairs to obtain a comment pair. To circumvent
this dilemma, we relied on a very large volume of dialog data.
First, we collected 17,300,000 comments from the Web, and
then extracted only reliable parts of them using manually
designed lexical patterns. Although the reliable parts were
only 1.4% of the total volume, this still left us with 121,699
comment pairs.

(3) Context Information
The ﬁnal clue is information that comes from outside (context) of comments, such as the previous dialog history, the
distance between comments, and their time stamps. Although such information could be a strong evidence, this
study does not utlize such knowledge from the view point
of dialog study. This study relies only on information from
two comments.
The point of this study is three-fold:
(1) We challenge a new task (to determine whether two
comments correspond to each other or not).
(2) To solve this task, we formalize relevance using two indicators (content relevance and functional relevance),
and the experimental results empirically demonstrate
their individual contribution.
(3) To calculate the functional relevance, we propose a
method to automatically build a large set of comment
pairs from the Web.

2.

METHOD
First, we formalize our task as follows:
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Figure 1: Gap length (between a Comment and its
response) and its Occurrence.

Input: two comments, the ith comment and jth comment
(j > i) from the same BBS.
Output: True, if the jth comment is a response to the ith
comment, and otherwise, False.
For simplicity, this paper uses the notation P for the ith
comment and Q for the jth comment.
We use two types of indicators: content relevance (Section 2.1) and functional relevance (Section 2.2). Both of
relevances are converted into features, and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classiﬁer[32] learns their relationships.

2.1 Content Relevance
Various metrics have already been proposed to measure
the similarity between two sentences, starting from a simple
word overlap ratio to a recent statistical similarity (such as
sentence relevance[5]). We used a Web-based point-wise
mutual information (W EBP M I) [4] to calculate content
relevance (RELc ), which gave the best performance in our
experiments. This value is based on a co-occurrence pointwise mutual information (PMI) of two words in Web pages
as follows:
RELc (P, Q) =

X

maxq∈WQ W EBP M I(p, q),

(1)

p∈WP

where WP is a set of words in P , WQ is a set of words in Q,
and W EBP M I is deﬁned as follows:
WEBPMI(p,
q)
8
< 0
H(p∩q)
=
: log H(p)NH(q)
N

if H(p ∩ q) ≤ c,

(2)

otherwise,

N

where H(p) is the number of retrieved documents from a
Web search engine resulting from the query “p,” H(q) is
the number of retrieved documents resulting from the query
“q,” and H(p ∩ q) is the number of retrieved documents
corresponding to the conjunction query “p + q.” To avoid
small number noise, we ﬁlter out any query that returns less

than a threshold c number of documents2 . N is the number
of documents indexed by the search engine.
We used a search engine “TSUBAKI” developed by Shinzato et al.[28], which provided a precise occurrence number.

2.2 Functional Relevance
To capture a functional relevance, we propose a new measure, Corresponding-PMI (CP M I). This measure is similar
to W EBP M I, but has the following two diﬀerences:
(1) While W EBP M I is deﬁned by the co-occurrence ratio
in Web pages, CP M I is deﬁned by the co-occurrence
ratio in a set of comment pairs.
(2) To capture a corresponding phrase (not single word),
CP M I deals with the n-gram co-occurrence ratio (n =
1..3).
We describe the method for building a collection of comment pairs in the next section. In this section, we describe
how to calculate the functional relevance using the collection.
First, we build three databases using a set of comment
pairs (P s and Qs):
DATABASE-A: a database of n-gram occurrences in P s.
DATABASE-B: a database of n-gram occurrences in Qs.
DATABASE-C: a database of possible combinations of
n : m-gram pair (possible n-grams in P : possible mgrams in Q ) occurrences (1 ≤ n ≤ 3, 1 ≤ m ≤ 3,
). For example, given a comment pair, P“How about
i-pod” and Q“Nice idea”, we get the n : m-grams as
shown in Figure 2.
We deﬁne the functional relevance (RELf (P, Q)) using
those databases as follows:
RELf (P, Q) =

X
p∈NP

max

X

CP M I(p, q),

(3)

q∈NQ

where NP is a set of n-grams in P , NQ is a set of n-grams
in Q, and CP M I is deﬁned as follows:
CP8M I(p, q)
< 0
Hc (p∩q)
=
: log Ha (p)MHb (q)
M

if Hc (p ∩ q) ≤ c,

(4)

otherwise,

M

where Ha (p) is the number of occurrences of n-gram p in
the DATABASE-A, Hb (q) is the number of occurrences of ngram q in the DATABASE-B, and Hc (p∩q) is the number of
occurrences of the n-gram pair p and q in the DATABASEC. We ﬁltered out queries that returned less than a threshold
c to avoid the noise of small numbers. M is the number of
comment pairs.
Roughly speaking, this equation searches the highest cooccurring m-gram in Q for each n-gram in P , and sums up
their PMI values.

2.3 SVM Classifier
2
Based on the work of Bollegala et al.[4], we set c = 5 in
our experiments.

Features
We obtain two values from the two types of relevance, the
content relevance and the functional relevance. We regard
them as SVM features, as with no normalization. In addition, we directly use lexicons in P and Q as features.

Training-set
The SVM training requires two types of data: (1) positive
examples and (2) negative examples.
For positive examples, we used a comment pair (P : Q)
described in the next section (Section 3).
For negative examples, we randomly replaced a response
comment (Q) in a positive example by another previous
comment (Q ) from the same BBS. This gave us the same
amount of positive data (P, Q) and negative data (P, Q ).

3. AUTOMATIC DIALOG CORPUS BUILDING
3.1 Pattern-based Extraction
This section describes how to extract dialog pairs from
the Web. First, we crawled 130,000 Japanese BBS sites to
extract 17,300,000 comments.
Although we generally could not capture their relationships because of the gaps mentioned in Section 1, we could
readily identify response targets in the following comments:
(6) Hi, John! Maybe you should ...
(7) John> Maybe you should ...
(8) 119 > Maybe you should ...
The comment (6) and (7) are responses to the latest comment by “John”. In comment (8), a number “119” indicates
a comment-ID. In this case, we also guess its response target
as well.
To capture such indications, we manually designed the
lexical patterns shown in Figure 3. By using these patterns, we extracted 890,000 comment pairs (10.2% of all
comments).
Although these patterns are language-dependent, we believe that such patterns are available in most of languages
(such as “Hi, <person-name>,” in English.).

3.2 Long Comment Filtering
Figure 5 indicates the length (the number of characters)
and the frequencies of the comment pairs. Because a long
comment sometimes includes complex phenomena such as
a response for two or more comments, or a long quotation
from other comments, we focused only on short comments
of less than 100 characters3 .
Figure 4 shows the distribution of comment pair length.
Figure 4 LEFT is full scale; RIGHT is our target part (0-100
characters). This left us with 121,699 comment pairs (1.4%
of the total volume).

3.3 Observation on Comment Pairs
We randomly extracted 140 pairs and manually classiﬁed
them into nine categories. Previous studies have proposed a
ﬁne grained category set such as 40 categories for utterances
3
A sequence of 100 Japanese characters approximately
equals to 30–40 English words.

Figure 2: n : m-gram Examples.
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Figure 4: Distribution of comment-pair Length (Length of a comment (P ) and its response (Q)).

Table 2: Classification of Comment-pairs.
Classiﬁcation Freq. Ratio
ANSWER
39 (27.8%)
THANKING
35 (25.0%)
AGREEMENT
26 (18.5%)
TOPIC-SHIFT
13 (9.2%)
QUESTION
6 (4.2%)
DISAGREEMENT
6 (4.2%)
OTHER
8 (5.7%)
ERROR
4 (2.8%)
APOLOGY
3 (2.1%)
SUM
140

[30], and more than 20 relationships in Rhetorical Structure
Theory Discourse Treebank (RST-DT)[8]). We used only
nine categories because our target unit was larger than previous studies (our unit is a comment).
The occurrence of each category is shown in Table 2, and
several examples are shown in Table 3. Although the phenomena that we can see in the examples are interesting,
those remain subjects for future study.

4. RELATED WORKS

Figure 3: Extracting Patterns.

This study relates mainly to four ﬁelds: linguistic studies,
dialog/discourse studies, topic detection and tracking, and
text alignment.

4.1 Linguistic Studies (Pragmatics)
From Grice to recent neo- or post-Gricean, various linguists proposed pragmatic theories for Conversation Analysis (CA).
Grice proposed four conversational maxims (i.e., maxim
of quantity, quality, relevance, and manner)[15]. Sperber
and Wilson proposed a relevance theory[29], which sums up
those maxims into one measure. Levinson proposes Generalized Conversational Implicature (GCI)[20], which is based
on Grice’s maxims, but covers wider phenomena, such as a
usage of quantiﬁer, modality, and anaphora.
Although their theories all provide explanations for various conversation phenomena, we can not utilize them as
is because they are not mathematically-modeled theories.
This situation motivates our approach, which is based on
statistically formalized relevance.
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Figure 5: Length and Frequency of comment-pairs
(a comment (P ) and its response (Q)).

In the NLP ﬁeld, dialogs were mainly studied based on
carefully annotated transcription data, such as the dialog act
markup in several layers (DAMSL) [11], graph-based dialog
annotation [3]. Also, discourse studies are at a similar stage,
and various annotation schemes have been proposed, such
as RST-DT[8], discourse graph-bank[35] and so on.
In contrast to those previous works, our corpus (a collection of comment pairs) is short by several information:
(1) Granularity: While previous studies dealt with an
utterance or a phrase, our minimum unit is the comment.
(2) Classification: While previous studies prepared a rich
set of utterance types or discourse relationships, we

P

Table 3: Each Category Example.
ANSWER
アド マイヤムーンは秋天で引退ですか？
(Admire-moona plans to retire after the next race?)
a

Q

P

* Admire-moon is a name of a racehorse.
♠ ＞正確にはド バイへ移籍です
(♠ > Precisely, she will move to Dubai.)
THANKING
15 Jul 2006 Sunrise 05:58 Sunset 19:16 だそうです (i
(I heard 1993 15 Jul 2006 Sunrise 05:58 Sunset 19:16)

Q

♠! 早速、良い時間帯に予約しようと思います☆ ど うもありがとうございました☆
(♠! Thank you very much. I will make a early reservation.)

P

意外なセンで・
・
・
・金の i-pod(笑) ダ メかしらん・
・
・
・
(How about golden i-pod?)

Q

おお，案外ヒットするかも！
(Nice! maybe a surprise hit...)

AGREEMENT

P
Q

P

TOPIC-SHIFT
年金問題が解決する前に、リア・ディゾンが日本語を完璧にマスターする方が早いと思うよ。
(Before resolving the pension problem, Leah Dizon∗ will master Japanese perfectly.)
アグネス・チャンの方は一体いつになったら日本語が流暢になるのでしょうか？
(Must be. BTW, when Agnes Chan∗ will master Japanese?)
* Leah Dizon and Agnes Chan are TV personalities in Japan.
QUESTION
＞ ♣ さんわかった〜ちなみにうちらクラス一緒だったね
(>Mr. ♣! I know you. You and I were in the same class.)

Q

〉 ♠ さんあれ？そうなの〜？誰だろ〜？何かちょっとしたヒント的な…
(> Mr. ♠// Oh! Really? Who are you? Please more hint.)

P

未読の表示設定を RSS も表示するようすれば 、未読 RSS を簡単に表示できますよ
(You should change display settings to read un-read RSSs.)

Q

♠ > それではメールと RSS が混ざ ってしまいます（＾＾
；）ゞ
(♠ > If do so, you might confuse your mails with RSSs.)

P

わはー♪新入りです。よろしくおねがいします、
(It’s my ﬁrst comment! Nice to meet you. )

Q

>♠ お、100 レスおめでとうございますヽ(´▽｀) ノわはー
(>♠ CONGRATS! You got 100th ID :) )

DISAGREEMENT

OTHER

P

APOLOGY
♣> ラストベガはベガの子供ではありませんよ！父がアド マイヤベガなのでその名前なのだと…
(Last-vegaa is not Vega’s child! I think his name comes from his father, Admire-vega.)
a

Q

Last-vega and Admire-vega are names of racehorses.
♠ すみません＾＾
；勘違いしてました┏○”
I’m sorry :( I was confused.

* ♠ indicates the P’s commenter name. ♣ indicates the Q’s commenter name. ♥ indicates another person’s name.

use no categories and only one relationship, that of a
response or non-response.
In spite of these diﬀerences, our approach has two strong
points:
(1) Data Size: Our data were more numerous than used in
previous studies, and this enabled us to use a statistical
approach (a PMI-based functional relevance).
(2) Automatic: Our large corpus was automatically built.
(3) Application: Our task could directly be a practical
application, such as an application that indicates comment relationships.

5.1 Test Set Construction
To construct the test sets, we randomly extracted 140
comment pairs for the SMALL-SET and 8400 for the LARGESET from the set of comment pairs described in Section 3.
Then, a half of their responses (Q) are randomly replaced
by the previous comment (Q ) in the same BBS. This produced a set of TRUE comment pairs (P, Q) and FALSE
comment pairs (P, Q ).
For the open-test setting, the test-set data were removed
from both the SVM training-data and the functional relevance databases.

5.2 Comparable Methods
We used the following methods:
human-A, B, and C:

We believe that our corpus can be a promising response
for future dialog/discourse studies.

Three humans performed the judgments.
Overlap:

4.3 Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT)

This method was based on a simple word overlap ratio.
If this ratio was more than a threshold, the output was
TRUE; otherwise it was FALSE.

Because a topic in a comment is a strong indicator, Topic
Detection and Tracking (TDT)[1] is also a related ﬁeld.
One of the goals of TDT tasks is to detect the segmentation of single topics. Clustering methods are popular for
this, including implemental clustering[33], hierarchical clustering[27], and clustering self-organizing neural networks[26].
The diﬀerence between those works and ours is the size of
the target unit. Because a topic in a BBS sometimes changes
comment by comment, the other approaches we have described can hardly capture segmentations. This limitation
supports our approach of using functional clues.

Content:
This method used only a content relevance. If the content relevance value (RELc ) was more than a threshold, the output was TRUE; otherwise it was FALSE.
F unctional:
This method used only a functional relevance. If the
functional relevance value (RELf ) was more than a
threshold, the output was TRUE; otherwise it was
FALSE.

4.4 Alignment Studies
The proposed relevance captures corresponding phrases
in two texts. This is similar to the bilingual alignment task
in Machine Translation (MT). Because alignment is a core
technology for MT, tons of alignment methods have been
proposed year after year, such as sentence alignment[6, 9, 14,
16, 17, 18, 31, 36], word/phrase alignment [7, 10, 21, 22, 23,
24, 34] and so on. Although those methods succeeded in MT,
we cannot use them as is because most alignment studies
focus on a parallel corpus, which is exactly corresponding to
each other.
On the other hand, this study deals with comment pairs,
which have at most only several corresponding words.
Note that several alignment studies handle non-parallel
(or comparable) corpus[2, 12, 13, 25, 37]. In the future, we
incorporate their methods for parallel fragment extraction
with this task.

5.

EXPERIMENTS

We conducted comprehensive evaluations using two test
sets:
SMALL-SET:
140 comment pairs, to compare the performance of
humans and several comparable methods.

SV M :
This was a SVM-based method using both RELc and
RELf as described in Section 3.3.
For the LARGE-SET, we could use neither Content nor
SV M because they were based on W EBP M I, which requires a large number of Web search queries (|P | × |Q| × #
of test set).
For SVM learning, we used TinySVM4 with a linear kernel.
For detection of Japanese word boundaries, we used JUMAN[19].

5.3 SMALL-SET Results
Table 4 shows the results for the SMALL-SET. Because
the performance of the similarity based methods (Overlap,
Content and F unctional) depended on the threshold, we
examined the performance at the highest accuracy point.
Table 5 shows an agreement matrix for the various methods.

Human Upper Bounds
Human accuracy was only 70–79%, demonstrating the extreme diﬃculty of this task. This is due to two reasons:
False Positive:

LARGE-SET:
8400 comment pairs, to investigate relationships between the size of comment pairs and a functional relevance performance.

Several short responses, such as “I think so.” or “Thank
you.,” are universal responses for various comments,
leading to false positives.
4

http://chasen.org/~
taku/software/TinySVM/

Human-A
Human-B
Human-C
Overlap
Content

Table 5: Agreement Ratio and
Human-A Human-B
Human-C
0.78 (0.56)⊕ 0.74 (0.49)⊕
0.73 (0.47)⊕
-

Kappa Value Matrix.
Overlap
Content
0.52 (0.08) 0.60 (0.20)
0.54 (0.09) 0.60 (0.21)
0.59 (0.15) 0.52 (0.05)
0.63 (0.21)
-

F unctional
0.65 (0.28)
0.62 (0.25)
0.62 (0.25)
0.45 (0.13)
0.56 (0.16)

* The numbers in brackets indicate κ values.  is a “slight” correlation κ value. ⊕ κ is a “moderate” correlation κ value.

Table 4: Results in SMALL-SET.
Accuracy Precision Recall
(%)
(%)
(%)
human-A 79.28
83.33
75.34
human-B 75.71
78.26
73.97
human-C 70.71
71.62
72.6
Overlap 61.42
58.71
87.67
Content 61.42
72.09
42.46
F unctional 65.71
66.23
69.86
SV M 63.28
64.44
79.45

Fβ=1
×100
79.13
76.05
72.10
70.32
53.44
67.99
72.10

Table 6: Examples of Corresponding-pairs with high
CP M Is.

False Negative:
Some conversation is too specialized or jargon-related
for general human judgment, leading to false negatives.
The following is one such example:
P: Does anyone know the name of that song?
Q: I think Three Oranges.
In this example, “Three Oranges” is a song title. Without this inside knowledge, a human cannot capture the
relationship between the comments.
Due to the above human limitations, the human accuracy
is not so high. However, the agreement shown in Table 5 indicates high κ values (moderate agreements), demonstrating
that such limitations are almost equally shared. From these
results, we can say that our task is diﬃcult, but reasonable.

Independence between Two Relevances (Content
versus F unctional)
As shown in Table 4, F unctional achieved higher accuracy
than Content and Overlap.
More importantly, although Overlap and Content had a
fair agreement (0.2 < κ < 0.4) in Table 4, both of them
had a slight agreement with F unctional (κ < 0.2). From
these results, we can conclude that Content (or Overlap)
and F unctional independent of each other, supporting our
apparent that decomposes relevance into two measures.
Table 6 shows several examples of corresponding pairs
that have high CP M I values5 .

* The bracket indicates English translations.

the SVM classiﬁer could not integrate both relevance ,measures. We have yet to design suitable features that combine
the advantages of both measures.

5.4 LARGE-SET Results

SVM-based Approach

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the training set
size from 10 to 100% and the F unctional performance. It
is apparent that the accuracy is not saturated at the 100%
point, indicating that the current data size was still not large
enough, and that further studies are needed.

The SVM-based approach showed an intermediate accuracy
between Content and F unctional. This result indicates that

6. CONCLUSION

5

The full list of the corresponding pairs will be available at
http://lab0.com/CPMI.

In this paper, we proposed a SVM-based classiﬁer that determines if two comments make up a pair, a comment and
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Figure 6: Training-set size (# of comment-pairs)
and F unctional Performance.
its response. We assumed that two consistencies were available: a relevance consistency and a discourse consistency.
Experimental results empirically showed the individual contribution of each consistency, demonstrating the feasibility
of the proposed approach. We believe that in the future,
the proposed technique will contribute to analyzing an even
greater volume of electronic dialogs.
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